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Abstract

Autonomous vehicles operate in safety-critical environments, but heavily rely on seem-
ingly black-box predictions from Deep Neural Networks. The danger of this reliance
arises from the vulnerability of neural networks. Neural networks can fail overcon-
fidently on novel data, i.e. test points that are far from the collection of training
points. In addition, neural networks will also fail on test points that are close to
training points, but crafted to fool the network, also called adversarial examples.

The first framework developed in this thesis samples predictions from an ensem-
ble of stochastic neural networks and detects novel data via high sample variance at
test time. The gained sensitivity to novel data is embedded in a Safe Reinforcement
Learning framework to achieve robustness to novelties in a particularly challenging
safety-critical task, navigating a robot in pedestrian crowds. The resulting policy de-
tects pedestrians that exhibit novel behavior at test time and avoids them cautiously.

The second framework in this thesis is concerned with the failure of neural net-
works on adversarial examples, that have even been crafted to fool real-world au-
tonomous vehicle perception algorithms. Only few existing algorithms for defending
against adverseries provide formal guarantees. These methods are embedded as an
add-on verification toll for existing Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms to en-
sure robustness against sensor noise or adversarial examples during test time. The
resulting policy is evaluated in a pedestrian navigation scenario on the robustness to
sensor noise and is shown to reduce the number of collisions between agents compared
to a non-robust policy.

Finally, the thesis presents work on optimizing the sensor field of view of au-
tonomous vehicle testbeds that operates in pedestrian environments.

Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan P. How
Title: Richard C. Maclaurin Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Safety of reinforcement learning policies for novel

observations

Reinforcement learning (RL) is used to produce state-of-the-art results in manipu-

lation, motion plarming and behavior prediction. However, the underlying neural

networks often lack the capability to produce qualitative predictive uncertainty es-

timates and tend to be overconfident on out-of-distribution test data [1, 2, 31. In

safety-critical tasks, such as collision avoidance of cars or pedestrians, incorrect but

confident predictions of unseen data can lead to fatal failure [4]. We investigate meth-

ods for Safe RL that are robust to unseen observations and know what they do not

know to be able to raise an alarm in unpredictable test cases; ultimately leading to

safer actions.

A particularly Iiallenging safety-critical task is that of avoiding pedestrians in

a campus environment with an autonomous shuttle bus or rover [5, 6]. Humans

achieve mostly collision-free navigation by understanding the hidden intentions of

other pedestrians and vehicles and interacting with them [7, 8]. Furthermore, most of

the time this interaction is accomplished without verbal communication. Our prior

work uses RL to capture the hidden intentions and achieve collaborative navigation

around pedestrians [9, 10, 11]. However, RL approaches always face the problem of

13
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Figure 1-1: An autonomous vehicle observes a novel dynamic obstacle that has never ap-
peared during training, for example, an uncollaborative pedestrian on a personal vehicle.
The proposed Reinforcement Learning framework detects the novelty and takes an action
that cautiously avoids the pedestrian.

generalizability from simulation to the real world and cannot guarantee performance

on far-from-training test data. An example policy that has only been trained on

collaborative pedestrians could fail to generalize to uncollaborative pedestrians in the

real world, as seen in Fig. 1-1. The trained policy would output a best guess policy

that might assume collaborative behavior and, without labeling the novel observation,

fail ungracefully. To avoid such failure cases, this paper develops a Safe RL framework

for dynamic collision avoidance that expresses novel observations in the form of model

uncertainty. The framework further reasons about the uncertainty and cautiously

avoids regions of high uncertainty, as displayed in Fig. 2-5.

Much of the existing Safe RL research has focused on using external novelty de-

tectors or internal modifications to identify environment or model uncertainty [12].

Note that our work targets model uncertainty estimates because they potentially re-

veal sections of the test data where training data was sparse and a model could fail

14



to generalize [13]. Work in risk-sensitive RL (RSRL) often focuses on environment

uncertainty to detect and avoid high-risk events that are known from training to have

low probability but high cost [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Other work in RSRL targets model

uncertainty in MDPs, but does not readily apply to neural networks [19, 151. Our

work is mainly orthogonal to risk-sensitive RL approaches and could be combined

into an RL policy that is robust to unseen data and sensitive to high-risk events.

Extracting model uncertainty from discriminatively trained neural networks is

complex, as the model outcome for a given observation is deterministic. Mostly,

Bayesian neural networks are used to extract model uncertainty but require a signif-

icant restructuring of the network architecture [20]. Additionally, even approximate

forms, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo [20] or variational methods [21, 22, 23],

come with extensive computational cost and have a sample-dependent accuracy [20, 2,

24]. Our work uses Monte Carlo Dropout (MC-Dropout) [25] and bootstrapping [26]

to give parallelizable and computationally feasible uncertainty estimates of the neural

network without significantly restructuring the network architecture [27, 28].

1.2 Robustness of reinforcement learning policies to

adversarial examples

The reliance of autonomous systems on black-box predictions by neural networks

is often inevitable to achieve state-of-the-art performance in prediction or planning

tasks. This reliance on neural networks, however, is dangerous for safety-critical tasks,

such as collision avoidance. The underlying neural networks are not only vulnerable

to novel data, as seen in Chapter 2, but also to subtle perturbations in the input that

lead to incorrect and highly-confident predictions, also called adversarial examples [29,

30, 31]. The vulnerability to adversarial examples is especially critical, as recent

works generates adversarial examples in the real-world [32, 33] and has, for example,

swerved an autonomous vehicle into the oncoming lane [34]. This work proposes an

add-on verification tool for existing Deep RL algorithms to ensure robustness against

15



adversarial examples and sensor noise during test time.

Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms have achieved impressive success on

robotic manipulation [35], or robot navigation in pedestrian crowds [9, 10, 11]. How-

ever, recent research points outs that adversarial examples generalize from supervised

learning to Deep RL policies [36], which raises strong concerns for the application of

Deep RL in these safety-critical domains.

There exist many works on defenses against adversarial examples. However, many

defensive algorithms, such as adversarial training [37, 38, 39, 40], defensive distilla-

tion [41], or model ensembles [42] do not come with theoretical guarantees for reliably

improving the robustness and are often ineffective on the advent of more advanced

adversarial attacks [43, 44, 45, 46]. Methods of verification provide formal guarantees

on the robustness of a given network, but finding the guarantees is an NP-complete

problem and computationally intractable to solve in real-time on a navigating or

manipulating robot [47, 48, 49, 50, 51].

To make the problem tractable, another body of work, called robustness certifica-

tion, relaxes the problem. Instead of finding exact bounds to the maximum deviation

of the output, given an adversarial distortion of the input, it finds certified lower

bounds [52, 53, 54]. The work by [54], in particular, achieves a speed-up of 33 - 14k

in comparison to verification-based algorithms [47], can be run in real-time for small

networks, delivers a bound usually within 10% error of the true bound, and is ex-

tentable to general activation functions [55] and convolutional neural networks [56].

This thesis extends the tools for certification robustness against adversaries from

tasks in computer vision to Deep RL tasks, such as collision avoidance around pedes-

trians. For example, in a collision avoidance setting, as seen in Fig. 1-2, an adversary

could disturb the observation of an obstacle's position such that an agent (orange)

that follows a standard Deep RL policy a*td would collide with the true obstacle

so. Our proposed defensive approach assumes a worst-case deviation of the observed

adversarial input, bounded by E, and takes the optimal action a*d under that per-

turbation. Standard robustness certification algorithms on image inputs, in which all

pixels have the same scale (e.g. 0 - 255 intensity), assume E as scalar. This work con-

16
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Figure 1-2: Intuition. An adversary distorts the true position so of a dynamic obstacle (blue)

into an adversarial observation sad,. The orange agent only sees the adversarial input and

would take the standard optimal action a*, to reach the goal, but would collide with the true

obstacle so. The proposed defensive strategy evaluates the quality of each action candidate

by a guaranteed lower bound on the expected reward of each action, given an adversarial

perturbation bounded by E. All actions into the E-ball could possibly collide with the true

obstacle and are assigned a low worst-case expected reward. The resulting best action under

worst-case deviations of the input is a*dg, and cautiously avoids the obstacle while reaching

the goal.

siders a variable scale observation space (e.g. position, velocity, radius, joint torques)

and treats E as a vector.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The first contribution of this thesis is an algorithm that identifies novel pedestrian

observations and avoids them more cautiously and safer than an uncertainty-unaware

baseline. The algorithms extends an existing uncertainty-aware reinforcement learn-

ing framework [57] to more complex dynamic environments with exploration aiding

17
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methods and is demonstrated in a simulation environment.

The second contribution is the first formulation of robustness certification for prob-

lems in deep reinforcement learning, the extension of existing robustness certification

algorithms to variable scale inputs, and a demonstration of increased robustness to

adversaries and noise on a classic control problem and in a pedestrian collision avoid-

ance simulation.

18



Chapter 2

Safe Reinforcement Learning with

Model Uncertainty Estimates

2.1 Introduction

Many current autonomous systems are being designed with a strong reliance on black

box predictions from deep neural networks (DNNs). However, DNNs tend to be

overconfident in predictions on unseen data and can give unpredictable results for

far-from-distribution test data. The importance of predictions that are robust to this

distributional shift is evident for safety-critical applications, such as collision avoid-

ance around pedestrians. Measures of model uncertainty can be used to identify

unseen data, but the state-of-the art extraction methods such as Bayesian neural

networks are mostly intractable to compute. This paper uses MC-Dropout and Boot-

strapping to give computationally tractable and parallelizable uncertainty estimates.

The methods are embedded in a Safe Reinforcement Learning framework to form

uncertainty-aware navigation around pedestrians. The result is a collision avoidance

policy that knows what it does not know and cautiously avoids pedestrians that ex-

hibit unseen behavior. The policy is demonstrated in simulation to be more robust

to novel observations and take safer actions than an uncertaintyunaware baseline

19



2.2 Related Work

This section investigates related work in Safe Reinforcement Learning to develop a

dynamic collision avoidance policy that is robust to out-of-data observations.

2.2.1 External verification and novelty detection

Many related works use off-policy evaluation or external novelty detection to verify

the learned RL policy [58, 59, 12]. Reachability analysis could verify the policy by

providing regional safety bounds, but the bounds would be too conservative in a

collaborative pedestrian environment [60, 61, 62, 63]. Novelty detection approaches

place a threshold on the detector's novelty output and switch to a safety controller

if the threshold is exceeded [58]. However, switching to safety controllers is often

abrupt and can generate uncomfortable, and unpredictable driving behavior. In our

framework, the vehicle stays away from uncertain regions, as seen in Fig. 2-2, to

predictively avoid interventions by an underlying safety controller.

2.2.2 Environment and model uncertainty

This paper focuses on detecting novel observations via model uncertainty, also known

as parametric or epistemic uncertainty [641. The orthogonal concept of environment

uncertainty captures the uncertainty due to the imperfect nature of partial obser-

vations [13]. For example, an observation of a pedestrian trajectory will, even with

infinite training in the real-world, not fully capture the decision-making process of

pedestrians and thus be occasionally ambiguous; will she turn left or right? The

RL framework accounts for the unobservable decision ambiguity by learning a mean

outcome [13]. Model uncertainty, in comparison, captures how well a model fits all

possible observations from the environment. It could be explained away with infinite

observations and is typically high in applications with limited training data, or with

test data that is far from the training data [13]. Thus, the model uncertainty captures

cases in which a model fails to generalize to novel test data and hints when one should

not trust the network predictions [13].

20



2.2.3 Measures of model uncertainty

A new research topic adapts neural networks to express their model uncertainty [21,

25, 26]. Bootstrapping has been explored to generate approximate uncertainty mea-

sures to guide exploration [26]. By training an ensemble of networks on partially

overlapping dataset samples they agree in areas of common data and disagree, and

have a large sample variance, in regions of uncommon data [2, 26]. Dropout can be

interpreted similarly, if it is activated during test-time, and has been shown to approx-

imate Bayesian inference in Gaussian processes [27, 25]. An alternative approach uses

a Hypernet, a network that learns the weights of another network to directly give pa-

rameter uncertainty values, but was shown to be computationally very expensive [65].

An innovative, but controversial, approach retrieves Bayesian uncertainty estimates

via batch normalization [66]. This work uses MC-Dropout and bootstrapping to give

computationally tractable uncertainty estimates.

2.2.4 Applications of model uncertainty in RL

Measures of model uncertainty have been used in RL very recently to speed up train-

ing by guiding the exploration into regions of high uncertainty [67, 26, 68]. Kahn et

al. used uncertainty estimates in model-based RL for static obstacle collision avoid-

ance [57]. Instead of a model-based RL approach, one could argue to use model-free

RL and draw the uncertainty of an optimal policy output ir* = argmax,(Q). How-

ever, the uncertainty estimate would contain a mix from the uncertainties of multiple

objectives and would not focus on the uncertain region of collision. Our work ex-

tends the model-based framework by [57] to the highly complex domain of pedestrian

collision avoidance. [57] is further extended by using the uncertainty estimates for

guided exploration to escape locally optimal policies, analyzing the regional increase

of uncertainty in novel dynamic scenarios, using LSTMs, and acting goal-guided.
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Agent

W

0 E(P~collL -

VaxWcoll)

Goal and obstacle observation

Collision label

Figure 2-1: System architecture. An agent observes the environment and selects minimal
cost motion primitives u* to reach a goal while avoiding collisions. On each time step,
an ensemble of LSTM networks is sampled multiple times with different dropout masks to
acquire a sample mean and variance collision probability for each motion primitive u.

2.3 Approach

This work proposes an algorithm that uses uncertainty information to cautiously avoid

dynamic obstacles in novel scenarios. As displayed in the system architecture in Fig. 3-

1, an agent observes a simulated obstacle's position and velocity, and the goal. A set

of Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) (69] networks predicts collision probabilities for

a set of motion primitives u. MC-Dropout and bootstrapping are used to acquire a

distribution over the predictions. From the predictions, a sample mean E(Pc,01 ) and

variance Var(Pc0ii) is drawn for each motion primitive. In parallel, a simple model

estimates the time to goal tgoal at the end of each evaluated motion primitive. In

the next stage, the minimal cost motion primitive u* is selected and executed for

one step in the environment. The environment returns the next observation and at

the end of an episode a collision label. After a set of episodes, the network weights

W are adapted and the training process continues. Each section of the algorithm is

22



explained in detail below.

2.3.1 Collision Prediction Network

A set of LSTM networks (ensemble) predicts the collision probabilities of motion

primitives. Each forward pass i of a network returns the collision probability of an

evaluated motion primitive:

Pcoil = P, (1col =1 1Ot-l:t-1, Ot, Ut-lt-l, Ut:t+h)

where 1coll is a collision label; ot_:t_1 is the history of observations in the last 1 time

steps; ot is the current observation; ut_:ti is a concatenation of past actions; and

Ut:t+h is the evaluated motion primitive of length h. The RL agent operates in a

partially observable environment where it can only observe the pedestrian's position,

velocity, and radius. The observation further contains the relative goal position of

the RL agent. The motion primitive Ut:t+h is element of a precomputed set of motion

primitives U. In this work, U contains 11 discrete motion primitives of length h = 1

which are described by a heading angle a E [-), zj. Regardless of the length, the

optimal motion primitive is taken for one time step until the network is queried again.

LSTM networks are chosen for the dynamic obstacle avoidance, because they

are the state-of-the-art model in predicting pedestrian paths by understanding the

hidden temporal intentions of pedestrians best [70, 71]. Based on this success, the

proposed work first applies LSTMs to pedestrian avoidance in an RL setting. For

safe avoidance, LSTM predictions need to be accurate from the first time step a

pedestrian is observed in the robot's field of view. To handle the variable length

observation input, masking [72] is used during training and test to deactivate LSTM

cells that exceed the length of the observation history.

23



2.3.2 Uncertainty Estimates with MC-Dropout and Bootstrap-

ping

MC-Dropout [25] and bootstrapping [26, 2] are used to compute stochastic estimates

of the model uncertainty Var(Pconi). For bootstrapping, multiple networks are trained

and stored in an ensemble. Each network is randomly initialized and trained on

sample datasets that have been drawn with replacement from a bigger experience

dataset [26]. By being trained on different but overlapping sections of the observa-

tion space, the network predictions differ for uncommon observations and are similar

for common observations. As each network can be trained and tested in parallel,

bootstrapping does not come with significant computational cost and can be run on

a real robot.

Dropout [27] is traditionally used for regularizing networks. It randomly deac-

tivates network units in each forward pass by multiplying the unit weights with a

dropout mask. The dropout mask is a set of Bernoulli random variables of value

[0, 1], each with a keeping probability p. Traditionally, dropout is deactivated during

test and each unit is multiplied with p. However, [25] has shown that an activation

of dropout during test, named MC-Dropout, gives model uncertainty estimates by

approximating Bayesian inference in deep Gaussian processes. To retrieve the model

uncertainty with dropout, our work executes multiple forward passes per network in

the bootstrapped ensemble with different dropout masks (p = 0.7) and acquires a dis-

tribution over predictions. For nd dropout samples in nb networks, a total of N = ndnb

forward passes are sampled. Although dropout has been seen to be overconfident on

novel observations [26], Table 2.1 shows that the combination of bootstrapping and

dropout reliably detects novel scenarios.

From the parallelizable collision predictions from each network and each dropout

mask, the sample mean and variance is drawn.
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2.3.3 Selecting actions

A Model Predictive Controller (MPC) selects the safest motion primitive with the

minimal joint cost:

Z*:t+h = argmin (AvVarN(PioJJ)+ AcEN( 0 ll) Agtgoa)
UEU

The chosen MPC that considers the second order moment of probability [73, 74, 57] is

able to select actions that are more certainly safe. The first and second order moment

(E(.) and Var(.)) are computed over the N forward passes per motion primitive.

The MPC estimates the time-to-goal tgoal from the end of each motion primitive by

measuring the straight line distance. Each cost term is weighted by its own factor A.

Note that the soft constraint on collision avoidance requires A9 and A to be chosen

such that the predicted collision cost AcEN(Pi 0 l)( /\) is greater than the goal cost

Agtgoal. In comparison to [57], this work does not multiply the variance term with the

selected velocity. The reason being is that simply stopping or reducing one's velocity

is not always safe, for example on a highway scenario or in the presence of adversarial

agents. The proposed work instead focuses on identifying and avoiding uncertain

observations regionally in the ground plane.

2.3.4 Adaptive variance

Note that during training an overly uncertainty-averse model would discourage explo-

ration and rarely find the optimal policy. Additionally, the averaging over multiple

forward passes during prediction reduces the ensemble's diversity, which additionally

hinders explorative actions. The proposed approach increases the penalty on highly

uncertain actions A over time to overcome this effect. Thus, the policy efficiently

explores in directions of high model uncertainty during early training phases; Av is

brought to convergence to act uncertainty-averse during execution. This work linearly

increases A, in [-50000, 200] and has A9 = 2, and A, = 25.
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2.3.5 Collecting the dataset

The selected action is executed in the learning environment. At the end of each

episode tend, the environment returns a collision label lcoll. The collision label is one

if a collision occured during the episode and zero otherwise. The history of obser-

vations otsta,:t.d and actions Uttart:tend from start to end of an episode is associated

with the collision label and stored in an experience dataset. After running several

episodes, random subsets from the full experience set are drawn to train the ensemble

of networks for the next observe-act-train cycle. The policy roll-out cycle is necessary

to learn how dynamic obstacles will react to the agent's learned policy. A supervised

learning approach, as taken in [58] for static obstacle avoidance, would not learn the

reactions of environment agents on the trained policy.

2.4 Results

We show that our algorithm uses uncertainty information to regionally detect novel

obstacle observations and causes fewer collisions than an uncertainty-unaware base-

line. First, a simple 1D case illustrates how the model regionally identifies novel

obstacle observations. In a scaled up environment with novel multi-dimensional ob-

servations, the proposed model continues to exhibit regionally increased uncertainty

values. The model is compared with an uncertainty-unaware baseline in a variety of

novel scenarios; the proposed model performs more robust to novel data and causes

fewer collisions.

2.4.1 Regional novelty detection in 1D

First, we show that model uncertainty estimates are able to detect novel one-dimensional

observations regionally, as seen in Fig. 2-2. For the 1D test-case, a two-layer fully-

connected network with MC-Dropout and Bootstrapping is trained to predict collision

labels. To generate the dataset, an agent randomly chose heading actions, indepen-

dent of the obstacle observations, and the environment reported the collision label.
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Figure 2-2: Regional novelty detection in 1D. A simple network predicts collision (red)

and no-collision (green) labels, given the agent's (orange) heading (left plot: x-axis) and a

one-dimensional observation of an obstacle (blue) heading. The network accurately predicts

labels with low uncertainty, when tested on the training dataset (a) . When tested on a novel

observation set (b), the networks fails to predict accurate decision labels, but identifies them

with a high regional uncertainty (bottom-left: green points with high values, bottom-right:

light green lines). Rather than believing in the false-positive collision predictions, Figure 2-3

depicts how an agent would take a certainly safe action (dark green) to cautiously avoid the

novel obstacle.
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Figure 2-3: Cautious avoidance after regional novelty detection. An agent (orange) in Fig. 2-
3a uses the uncertainty estimates from Fig. 2-2a to avoid a known obstacle (blue) confidently
close. In Fig. 2-3b, an agent recognizes a novel obstacle appearance, as seen in Fig. 2-2b,
and cautiously avoids the obstacle.

The network input is the agent heading angle and obstacle heading. Importantly, the

training set only contains obstacles that are on the right-hand side of the agent (top

plot: x > 0).

After training, the network accurately predicts collision and no-collision labels

with low uncertainty for obstacle observations from the training distribution, as seen

in Fig. 2-2a. For out-of-training obstacle observations on the agent's left (bottom

plot: x < 0), the neural network fails to generalize and predicts collision (red) as well

as non-collision (green) labels for actions (straight lines) that would collide with the

obstacle (blue). However, the agent identifies regions of high model uncertainty (left:

y-axis, right: light colors) for actions in the direction of the unseen obstacle. The high

uncertainty values suggest that the network predictions are false-positives and should

not to be trusted. Based on the left-right difference in uncertainty estimates, the MPC

would prefer a conservative action that is certainly safe (bottom-right: dark green

lines) over a false-positive action that is predicted to be safe but uncertain (bottom-

fight: light green lines). Figure 2-3 illustrates how the MPC chooses a conservative

action to avoid a novel obstacle and confident actions to avoid known obstacles.
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2.4.2 Novelty detection in multi-dimensional observations

The following experiments show that our model continues to regionally identify un-

certainty in multi-dimensional observations and choose safer actions.

Experiment setup

A one-layer 16-unit LSTM model has been trained in a gym [75] based simulation

environment with one agent and one dynamic obstacle. The dynamic obstacle in the

environment is capable of following a collaborative RVO [76], GA3C-CADRL [11], or

non-cooperative or static policy. For the analyzed scenarios, the agent was trained

with obstacles that follow an RVO policy and are observed as described in Section 2.3.

The training process took 20 minutes on a low-compute amazon AWS c5.large Intel

Xeon Platinum 8124M with 2vCPUs and 4GiB memory. Each of the used five net-

works in the ensemble is sampled twenty times by stochastic MC-Dropout forward

passes. Drawing in total one hundred samples per step takes in average 32ms. The

train and execution time could be further decreased by parallelizing the computation

on GPUs.

In the test setup, observations of obstacles are manipulated to create scenarios

with novel observations that could break the trained model. In one scenario, sensor

noise is simulated by adding Gaussian noise ~N(p 0, o- = .5) on the observation

of position in m and velocity in T. In another scenario, observations are randomly

dropped with a probability of 20%. In a third and fourth scenario that simulate

sensor failure, the obstacle position and velocity is masked, respectively. None of the

manipulations were applied at training time.

Regional novelty detection

Figure 2-4 shows that the proposed model continues to regionally identify novel

obstacle observations in a higher dimensional observation space. In the displayed

experiment, an uncertainty-aware agent (orange) observes a dynamic obstacle (blue)

with newly added noise and evaluates actions to avoid it. The collision predictions
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Figure 2-4: Regional identification of uncertainty. An uncertainty-aware agent (orange)
avoids a dynamic obstacle (blue) that is observed with noise. At one time step, collision
predictions for actions in the direction of the obstacle (light green lines) are assigned a higher
uncertainty than for actions in free space (dark green lines). The agent selects an action
with low uncertainty to cautiously avoid the obstacle.

for actions in the direction of the obstacle (light green lines) have higher uncertainty

than for actions into free-space (dark green lines). The difference in the predictive

uncertainties from left to right, although being stochastic and not perfectly smooth, is

used by the MPC to steer the agent away from the noisy obstacle and cautiously avoid

it without a collision (orange/yellow line). Figure 2-5b shows the full trajectory of the

uncertainty-aware agent and illustrates how an uncertainty-unaware agent in Fig. 2-

5a with same speed and radius fails to generalize to the novel noise and collides with

the obstacle after five time steps.

Novel scenario identification with uncertainty

Table 2.1 shows that overall model uncertainty is high in every of the tested novel

scenarios, including the illustrated case of added noise. The measured uncertainty is

the sum of variance of the collision predictions for each action at one time step. The

uncertainty values have been averaged over 20 sessions with random initialization, 50

episodes and all time steps until the end of each episode. As seen in Table 2.1 the

uncertainty in a test set of the training distribution is relatively low. All other sce-

narios cause higher uncertainty values and the relative magnitude of the uncertainty
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Figure 2-5: Cautious avoidance in novel scenarios. An agent (orange) is trained to avoid dy-

namic RVO agents (blue) that are observed without noise. On test, Gaussian noise is added

to the observation and an uncertainty-unaware model in Fig. 2-5a fails to generalize and

causes a collision. The proposed uncertainty-aware agent in Fig. 2-5b acts more cautiously

on novel observations and avoids the obstacle successfully.

Table 2.1: Increased uncertainty in novel scenarios. In each of four novel test scenarios,

the uncertainty of collision predictions Var(Peii) is higher than on samples from the seen

training distribution.

Training Added Dropped Masked Masked
noise observa- vel. info. pos. info.

tions

E(Var(Pcol)) 0.363 0.820 1.93 1.37 2.41

c-(Var(Pcon)) 0.0330 0.0915 0.134 0.0693 0.0643

values can be interpreted as how novel the set of observations is for the model, in

comparison to the training case.

Fewer collisions in novel scenarios

The proposed model uses the uncertainty information to act more cautiously and be

more robust to novel scenarios. Figure 2-6 shows that this behavior causes fewer

collisions during the novel scenarios than an uncertainty-unaware baseline. The pro-

posed model (red) and the baseline (blue) perform similarly well on samples from

the training distribution. In the test scenarios of added noise, masked position and
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Figure 2-6: Fewer collisions in novel cases. The proposed uncertainty-aware model (red)
causes fewer collisions than the uncertainty-unaware baseline (blue) in novel cases. Through
the regional increase of uncertainty in the obstacle's direction, the model prefers actions
that more cautiously avoids the obstacle than the baseline.

masked velocity information, the proposed model causes fewer collisions and is more

robust to the novel class of observations. In the case of dropped observations, both

models perform similarly well, in terms of collisions, but the uncertainty-unaware

model was seen to take longer to reach the goal. The baseline model has been trained

with the same hyperparameters and environment except that the variance penalty A,

is set to zero.

Generalization to other novel scenarios

In all demonstrated cases one could have found a model that generalizes to noise,

masked position observations, etc. However, one cannot design a simulation that

captures all novel scenarios that could occur in real life. A significantly novel event

should be recognized with a high model uncertainty. In the pedestrian avoidance task,

novel observations might be uncommon pedestrian behavior, e.g. an uncollaborative

pedestrian on a personal vehicle. But really all forms of observations that are novel to

the deployed model should be identified and reacted upon by driving more cautiously.

The shown results suggest that model uncertainty is able to identify such observations
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and that the MPC selects actions with extra buffer space to avoid these pedestrians

cautiously.

2.4.3 Using uncertainty to escape local minima

This work increases the variance penalty A, to avoid getting stuck in local minima

of the MPC optimization during the training process. Figure 2-7 shows that the

proposed algorithm with increasing A, can escape a local minimum by encouraging

explorative actions in the early stages of training. For the experiment, an agent

(orange) was trained to reach a goal (star) that is blocked by a static obstacle (blue)

by continuously selecting an action (left plot). In an easy avoidance case, the obstacle

is placed further away from the agent's start position (in dark orange); in a challenging

case closer to the agent. A close obstacle is challenging, as the agent is initially

headed into the obstacle direction and needs to explore avoiding actions. The collision

estimates of the randomly initialized networks are uninformative in early training

stages and the goal cost drives the agent into the obstacle. A negative variance

penalty A, in early stages forces the agent to explore actions away from the goal and

avoid getting stuck in a local minimum.

Figure 2-7 displays that, in the challenging training case, the agent with a constant

A, fails to explore and the algorithm gets stuck in a bad local minimum (bottom-right

plot: blue), where 80% of the runs end in a collision. The policy with an increasing

AV, and the same hyperparameters (bottom-right plot: red), is more explorative in

early stages and converges to a lower minimum in an average of five sessions. In the

easy test case, both algorithms perform similarly well and converge to a policy with

near-zero collisions (top-right plot).
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Figure 2-7: Escaping local minima. The training process of two policies with a constant

penalty on uncertain actions A,(blue) and with an increasing A.(red) are compared. In
an easy avoidance case (right-top), both policies find a good policy that leads to near-
zero collisions (y-axis). In a more challenging avoidance case (right-bottom), the proposed
increasing A, policy, that explores in early stages, finds a better minimum than with a
constant Av.

2.5 Discussion and Future Work

2.5.1 Accurately calibrated model uncertainty estimates

In another novel scenario, an agent was trained to avoid collaborative RVO agents

and tested on uncollaborative agents. The uncertainty values did not significantly

increase, which can be explained by two reasons. First, uncollaborative agents could

not be seen as novel for the model; possibly, because RVO agents, further away from

the agent also act in a straight line. The fact that humans think that uncollaborative

agents might be novel for a model that has only been trained on collaborative agents,

does not change the fact that the model might be generalizable enough to not see

it as novel. Another explanation is the observed overconfidence of dropout as an

uncertainty estimate. Future work will find unrevealed estimates of model uncertainty

for neural networks that provide stronger guarantees on the true model uncertainty.
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Chapter 3

Certified Adversarial Robustness for

Deep Reinforcement Learning

3.1 Introduction

Autonomous vehicles drive in a safety-critical environment, but heavily rely on black-

box predictions from Deep Neural Networks. The danger of this reliance arises

through the existence of adversarial examples, i.e. small perturbations in the input

space that cause a failure of the neural network. Among many defending algorithms,

a subset of algorithms provides formal guarantees on robustness against adversarial

attacks. This work transfers the research on certified adversarial robustness as add-

on verification tool for Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms. An adapted cost

function during execution, uses tools for certifying robustness to identify the opti-

mal action under a worst-case deviation in input space due to possible adversaries

or noise. The cost-function is tested on a Deep Q-Network policy and is shown to

recover robustness to noise in a pedestrian collision avoidance setting and a classic

control task.
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3.2 Related work

This section investigates related work in Reinforcement Learning to develop a dynamic

collision avoidance policy that is robust to adversarial examples.

3.2.1 Varieties of adversaries in RL

The reinforcement learning literature proposes many approaches to achieve adversar-

ial robustness. Domain Randomization, also called perturbed simulation, adversari-

ally chooses parameters that guide the physics of a simulation, such as mass, center

of gravity, or friction during training [77, 78]. Similar work investigates the addition

of adversarially acting agents [79, 80] during training. The resulting policies are more

robust to a distribution shift in the underlying physics from simulation to real-world,

e.g. dynamics/kinematics. Our work, in comparison, acts on the threat of adversaries

in the observation space, not the underlying physics, as defined by [811. For exam-

ple, adversaries could be created as small perturbations, measured by Linf, L2 , or L,

distance, in the camera image, LiDAR pointcloud, or extracted position/velocities of

pedestrians.

3.2.2 Defenses to adversarial examples

Much of existing work on robustness against adversarial attacks defends or detects ad-

versarial examples. Adversarial training or retraining augments the training dataset

with adversaries [37, 38, 39, 40] to empirically increase robustness during test. Other

works increase robustness through distilling networks [41], comparing the output of

model ensembles [42], or detects adversarial examples through comparing the input

with a squeezed, e.g. binary filtered, transformation of the input [82]. Although these

approaches show impressive empirical success, they do not come with theoretical guar-

antees for reliably improving the robustness against a variety of adversarial attacks

and are often ineffective against more sophisticated adversarial attacks [43, 44, 45, 46].
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3.2.3 Formal robustness verification and certification

Methods of verification provide these desired theoretical guarantees. The methods

find theoretically proven bounds on the maximum output deviation, given a bounded

input perturbation [47, 48, 49]. These methods rely on satisfiability modulo theory

(SMT) [50, 47, 51], LP, or Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solvers [48, 49],

or zonotopes [83], to propagate constraints on the input space to the output space.

The difficulty in this propagation arises through ReLu or other activation functions,

which can be nonlinear in between the upper and lower bound of the propagated

input perturbation. In fact, the problem of finding the exact verification bounds is

NP-complete [47, 54] and thus currently infeasible to be run online on a robot.

The relaxed version of the verification problem, provides a certified lower bounds

on the output deviation, given an input perturbation [52, 53, 54]. One work in

particular, Fast-Lin, offers the certification of CIFAR networks in tens of seconds,

provable guarantees, and the extendability to all possible activation functions [54].

This work transfer CROWN from the computer vision domain to be applicable in

Deep RL domains.

3.2.4 Safe and risk-sensitive reinforcement learning

An extensive study of Safe Reinforcement Learning algorithms [12] arises similarities

of the proposed work to RL that optimize a worst-case criterion. These algorithms,

also called risk-sensitive RL pay specific attention to the uncertainty inherent in

the environment to optimize for the most reward under worst-case assumptions of

environment stochasticity, rather than optimizing for the highest expected reward [84,

17, 14]. The resulting policy is more robust to deviations of the input space, created by

environment uncertainty, e.g. sensor noise, but could still fail on algorithm-crafted

adversarial examples. To be fully robust against adversaries, this work assumes a

worst-case deviation of the input space inside some bounds and takes the respective

maximum expected reward action.

Other work in Safe Reinforcement Learning pays specific attention to parame-
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ter/model uncertainty, i.e. having learned the correct model for all possible inputs

and provides sensitivity to novel observations, but not to small perturbations of seen

data [57, 85]. Other work avoids the sim-to-real transfer in the first place by learning

policies online in the real-world. Learning in the real-world, however, is tedious due

to the large amount of required samples and does not come with full safety guaran-

tees [86, 87].

3.3 Background

3.3.1 Robustness certification

This section explains how to obtain a certified lower bound on the output of a neural

network, given a bounded deviation in the input space, similar to [54]. We define the

certified lower bound of the state-action value for each discrete action a3 as

Q3:= min Qj (s, aj),
L SEBp (Sadv ,E)

for all inputs inside the c-Ball s, = Bp(Sadv, 6) := {s I S - sadvI < E} with

E deviation around the observed input sadv. The L-norm bounds the maximum

deviation in the input space, that the adversary was allowed to distort and is defined

as II = (IxiIp+IX 2 1p+... +I x. P)1/P. The E-Ball for x E R', n = 2 and p = 1 would

be a square with the corners on the unit axes, for p = 2 a unit circle and for p = 00

a square with the edges parallel to the unit axes.

The certification essentially passes the interval bounds [l, U0] = [Sasd - 6, sadv + 6]

from the neural network's input layer to the output layer, where Ik and Uk denotes the

lower and upper bound of the preReLu-activation Zk in the kth layer. The difficulty

while passing these bounds from layer to layer arises through the nonlinear activa-

tion functions, e.g. ReLu, PReLu, tanh, sigmoid, etc. Note that although this work

considers ReLu activations, it can easily be extended to general activation functions

via the certification process as seen in [55]. When passing interval bounds through a

ReLu activation
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Z if z > 0
07-(z) = ,

0 otherwise.

the upper and lower preReLu bound can either both positive (1k, Uk > 0), negative

(1k, Uk < 0), or positive and negative (ik < 0, Uk > 0), in which we call the ReLu state

active, inactive or undecided, respectively. In the active and inactive case, bounds

are passed to the next layer as normal

9 (lk, Uk]) k { k,ukl if kUk > 0

[0, 0] otherwise.

In the undecided case, the output of the ReLu is bounded through linear upper and

lower bounds,
U U

Z < o-(z) < -(Z - 1).U 1 -lU - I

We introduce D as the ReLu status matrix, H as the lower/upper bounding fac-

tor, and replace the preReLu activation placeholder zk with W, s + b(k). The ReLu

bounding is then rewritten as

Dk) (W k)s + b k) - H(k)) < a (W (k) + bk)) D (k) (W ,).s + b(k) - H ())

(k)
Ur

[Ur 1 (k) if r E 'k, A(k < 0
where D('' = ()~kifrE a d H.(9={lkre D if r E I+ and

0 otherwise.
0 if r E ZL.

By summarizing the ReLu status in matrix form, one can formulate the closed form

solution for the guaranteed lower bound on the output function for a given state s:

Qj(s, aj) = A s+b(m) + E A (k)(b(k) - HQ),
k=1

where the matrix A contains the network weights and ReLu activation, recursively

for all layers: A(k- 1 ) = A(k)W(k)D(k-1), and in the final layer m, that does not have
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an activation function: A(m 1 ) - W(m)D(m-l)

3.3.2 Pedestrian simulation

A particularly challenging safety-critical task among the applications of Reinforce-

ment Learning is the collision avoidance around pedestrians. Because learning a

policy in the real-world is dangerous and time consuming, this work presents a sim-

ulation environment in Python gym [88] for learning multi-agent pedestrian avoid-

ance policies. The decision process of an RL agent in the environment can be de-

scribed as Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) with the tuple

< S,A,T, R,, O7 Y>.

The environment state S is fully described by the number of agents, and the

behavior policy, kinematics, position, velocity, radius, and goal of each agent. RL

policies can command heading and velocity from the discrete or continous action

space A of one or more agents. In this case, the RL policy controls one of two

agents with 11 discrete action heading actions A = [ami, am-] = [--r/6, +7r/6] and

constant velocity v = lm/s. The environment executes the commanded action under

kinematic constraints, in this case unicycle kinematics.

In addition, the environment takes the key role in controlling the environment

agents. Each environment agent is controlled by one out of a set of diverse behavior

policies to allow for learning of a policy that generalizes to real pedestrians. The set

of environment agents consists of a static agent, that does not move, an uncooperative

agent, that heads straight towards its goal, an RVO agent, that follows the reactive

Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle (RVO) policy [76], a CADRL agent, which follows the a

pretrained Collision Avoidance for Deep Reinforcement Learning (CADRL) policy [9],

a GA3C-CADRL [11] agent, which follows a Deep RL policy that handles varying

number of agents [9], a Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) agent, that follows the

a pretrained version of the policy gradient PPO policy [89]. In this work, the envi-

ronment agent's behavior has been uniformly sampled from a static, uncooperative,

RVO and CADRL policy.

The returned environment reward R is sparse: 1 for reaching the goal and -0.25
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for a collision. To speed up learning, one could initialize the policy via supervised

learning on RVO policies [11], or add a dense reward on the decreased distance to

the goal on every step. An RL agent observes 11 variables in an observation vector

o E Q in a two-agent simulation: both agent's position and velocity in a 2D coordinate

system relative to the RL agent's goal, both agent's radii and the combined radius. In

this work, the observations deterministically reveal the true observable state during

training, but are distorted with noise, following the observation probability 0, during

test. Similar to real life, the environment agent's policy and goal are unobserved and

have to be learned implicitly by the RL agent. Finally, a discount factor y, here 0.99,

is introduced to bound the cumulative expected reward for a possibly infinite number

of timesteps.

3.4 Approach

This work develops an add-on verification tool for existing Deep RL algorithms to

ensure robustness against sensor noise or adversarial examples during test time.

3.4.1 System architecture

Figure 3-1 depicts the system architecture of a standard model-free Reinforcement

Learning framework with the added-on verification. First, an agent observes the

environment in a state observation s. Then, a Deep RL algorithm, is used to predict

the benefit of each action. In this work, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm [901,

is used to output an easy interpretable value Q(s, a) of the quality of each action in

a discretized set of actions a E A. The Q-function Q(s, a), also called state-action

value function, estimates the cumulative expected discounted reward for taking the

action a and is represented through a neural network.

The certification node accesses model architecture and weights W to compute a

lower bound on the expected reward under a bounded perturbation of the input s E.

The action selection is the standard DQN cost-function a* = argmax, Q(s, a) during

training and a custom cost-function during test.
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Figure 3-1: System Architecture. An agent observes an obstacle in the environment. A Deep
RL algorithm, e.g. Deep Q-Networks (DQN), predicts the optimal action. After the learning
process is finished, a verification node accesses the predicting network, adds a robustness
threshold E on the input space and computes upper and lower bound of the expected
reward (Q-value) of each discrete action. The agent takes the action that maximizes the
lower bound, i.e. is the most robust to the deviation in the input space.

The objective is to take the action that maximizes the expected reward under the

consideration of adversarial examples and noise in the input space. For the task of

collision avoidance, the intuition is as depicted in Fig. 1-2: An agent observes the

position of an obstacle. The agent also knows that this observation has likely been

influenced by sensor noise or adversarial attack and that the observation deviates

from the true obstacle's position by a maximum of em. The robustness parameter

E is set during test time and contains domain knowledge that has not been availabe

during training time. For example, E could contain the amount of expected sensor

noise per input, e.g. e = [kpos, Eve, 6 radius ...] in the case of pedestrian navigation. The

robustness parameter e can also be adapted to dynamically changing situations in

the environment, for example, higher uncertainty for pedestrians in the sensor's blind

spots, or higher uncertainty for obstacle, observed under difficult lightning conditions.

Incorporating the robustness, the displayed agent uses an 6 on the position observation

and chooses a conservative action, that cautiously avoids the obstacle.

This work can be extended to other Deep RL algorithms. For a continuous ac-

tion space with Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) one could measure the

deviation of the parameters describing the continuous state-action value, and for

actor-critic algorithms one could measure the deviation in the actor.
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3.4.2 Optimal cost function under worst-case perturbation

Formally, we consider robustness to an adversary who picks the worst-possible state

observation Sadv within a small perturbation E of the true state so. Without consid-

eration of adversaries or noise, standard DQN follows the standard optimal action

a*ic that maximizes the expected reward, given an observation of state s: a* -

argmaxa Q(s, a). Knowing this, the worst possible state observation Sad, would be

the one that minimizes the expected reward of the standard optimal action

Sad, = argmin max Q(s, a).
sEBp(so,E) a

After the adversary picks the state observation, the agent has to pick the best action,

given the adversarially distorted observation of the true system. Generally, under

the assumption that the observation has been chosen adversarially, the worst possible

action would be the standard optimal action aadv = argmaxa Q(Sadv, a) and all other

actions would be better or equal to aadv. To find the best out of the other possible

action in a safety-critical domain, we consider acting conservatively. The conservative

best action has to assume that the true state could be anywhere inside an E-Ball

around Sad,. The agent evaluates each action by estimating the worst-case outcome

under all the possible true states. The best action is the one with the best worst-case

outcome, given all the possibilities of the true state:

a* = argmax min Q(s, a). (3.1)
a SEBp(Sadv,C)

3.4.3 Adapting robustness certification to deep RL

In order to compute the lower bound on the Q-function for all inputs inside the 6-ball:

Qi := minsEBp(Sadv,E) Qj (s, aj), we adapt the formulation from [54]. The goal of [541 is

to verify the robustness on a classification task, i.e. provide the minimum adversarial

distortion, that could cause a misclassification. We use a precomputation to adapt

the tool to robustness on a regression task, i.e. verifying that an output will stay

within some bounds, given an adversarial distortion.
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More importantly, most work in adversarial examples, including [54] focuses on

defending adversaries on image inputs, in which all input channels have the same scale,

e.g. Black/White images with intensities in the interval [0, 255]. The broader Machine

Learning community, however, often has to deal with variable scale inputs, e.g. joint

torques, velocities, positions. Although not often mentioned, these sensor readings

can also be prone to adversarial attacks, if transmitted over an insecure messaging

framework, e.g. ROS, or accidentally producing adversaries through sensor failure or

noise. Hence, this work extends [54] to certify robustness of variable scale inputs and

enables the usage to the broader Machine Learning community.

To do so, we compute the lower bound Q1(sad, aj) for all states inside the E-Ball

Bp(Sadv, E) around Sadv similar to [54], but with variable scale c:

rn-i

QL(Sadv, aj) = min (A .s + b m) + >j A (b( -H
SEBP(Sadv,E) k=1

rn-1

=( min A(') s) + bm) + Y A )(b (k) - H :()
sEBp(sadv,E) k=1

sE~y(01)kk=
,rn-i

( min (O (yo s)) + ASd r k (b(k) H )

=- max (co A )y) + Sadv + bsn) + + A (b()-
sEBp(0,1) k=1

-i

=-|ma o A A)y) ASadv + b) + b A)(b(k)
sEB(,) k= )::

k=1

In the second to third row, s is replaced with the element-wise multiplication y 0 e :

s - sadm which scales the c-Ball to y e B,(0,1). The term maxSEBa(Od) -(+ 0 A )y)

can be replaced with |e A), because of the definition of the dual norm Ipzico =

{supyzTyI I Iy I < 1} and the fact the 1q norm is dual of l, norm for p, q E [1, inf) (with

1/p + 1/q = 1). The results of this closed-form computation are inserted in Eq. (3.1)

to return the best action.
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3.5 Experimental results

The robustness against adversaries and noise during test is evaluated in a simulation

for collision avoidance among pedestrians and the cartpole domain. In all tested sce-

narios, an increased noise in the input space reduces the reward of an agent following

a standard DQN policy. The introduction of the robustness parameter E increases the

robustness of the policy to the introduced noise and increases the performance.

3.5.1 Adversarially robust pedestrian avoidance

The stated environment was used to train a standard DQN-policy. The learned policy

was then tested on its robustness. To evaluate robustness to deviations of the input

in a B,(so, E)-ball around the true state so, the observations of the environment

agent's position are deviated by an added uniform noise during test. As expected,

the nominal DQN policy is not robust to the added noise and the reward over 200 test

episodes drops with increasing noise, as displayed following the y-axis in Fig. 3-2d

at the x-axis value E = 0. In a safety-critical domain, the collision component of

the reward is especially interesting. Figure 3-2b shows that the number of collisions

drastically increases with an increase in noise.

The proposed Certified Adversarially Robust Reinforcement Learning (CARRL)

policy is, then, evaluated on the uniform noise [-0.25m, 0.25m]. The introduction

of this noise increases the number of collisions for the nominal DQN c = 0 to 16

collisions in 200 runs. The CARRL policy, however, recovers a performance of 4 - 7

collisions, as depicted in Fig. 3-2a. The reasonal behind this is that CARRL assumes

the worst-case deviation of the observed state inside the B.(sad. , c)-Ball. For the

robustness against uniform-noise, the LP = L, -norm is used. The maximum reward

action under the worst-case deviation is taken.

While the agent is avoiding collisions more carefully, the reward increases from

165 to 175 as depicted in Fig. 3-2c, indicating that the agent reaches the goal after

avoiding the collision that has been caused by a nominal DQN. Interestingly, the

reward drops significantly for E > 0.1, because the agent "runs away" from the obstacle
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Figure 3-2: Robustness recovers performance under noise. Figure 3-2a shows that an increas-
ing robustness parameter e decreases the number of collisions in the existence of uniform
noise on the position observation in the interval [-0.25m, 0.25m]. Figure 3-2b generalizes
this result and shows that E decreases the number of collisions in varying levels of noise. Fig-
ure 3-2c shows that E increases the collected reward under uniform noise until E = 10-1. Fig-
ure 3-2d shows that this result generalizes, such that small values of e increase the reward
in the existence of varying levels of noise.
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and never reaches the goal. This is due to the nature of representing the Q-function

with a neural network, which is only accurate for states that have appeared during

training. Hence, an E > 0.1 queries the lower bound of the learned Q-function inside

an E-ball around Sad, that is too large and contains states that are too far from the

training data. Assuming a perfectly learned Q-function, this behavior be interpreted

similar to the freezing robot problem [91], in which an agent stops, because there is

no actions that could not lead to a collision.

Figure 3-2b shows that the robustness increase due to c generalizes to various

amounts of noise. For each level of noise, the number of collisions decreases with

larger E. To ensure a fair comparison on the same environment scenarios, the randomly

sampled 200 runs are initialized with the same random seed at run zero.

Robustness increases conservativeness

The visualization of the CARRL policy offers more intuition on the resulting policy.

In Fig. 3-3, an agent observes a dynamic obstacle with strong added uniform noise

[-0.4m, 0.4m] on the position observation. The nominal DQN is not robust to the

noise and collides with the obstacle. The CARRL policy, however, is robust to the

small perturbation in the input space and successfully avoids the dynamics obstacle.

In Fig. 3-4, the policy considers the worst-case input deviation inside an increasing

E-Ball around the observed state. With increasing worst-case position distortion, the

agent (blue) avoids the uncooperative dynamic increasingly cautious, i.e. leaves more

safety distance in between the obstacle and the agent.

The used DQN network was a 2-layer 64-unit non-dueling network. The set of

optimal hyperparameters for the network has been found via running 100 iterations

of Bayesian optimization with Gaussian Processes [92] on the maximization of the

training reward. The optimal hyperparameters are learning rate 2.05e 4 , 6-greedy

exploration fraction: 0.497, final E-greedy 0.054852, buffer size 152e3, training steps

4e5 , target network update frequency 10e 3 .
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Figure 3-3: Avoiding collisions. An agent (orange) tries to switch positions with a dy-
namic uncooperative obstacle (blue) (with radius 0.5m), while the position observations are
distorted with a uniform noise in the interval [-0.4m,0.4m]. The nominal DQN policy,
in Fig. 3-3a, fails to avoid the obstacle under the added noise. The CARRL policy with
E = 0.1, in Fig. 3-3b, reasons about the worst-case observation inside an e-ball around the
distorted observation. By considering the worst-case true state, the agent trades off reaching
the goal quickly with the risk of a collision that could end the episode. It then takes the
optimal action that conservatively avoids the worst-case obstacle.

3.5.2 Generalization to the cartpole domain

An evaluation on the cartpole domain shows that the increased robustness to ad-

versaries and noise can generalize to other domains than the pedestrian simulation.

In the cartpole environment, the agent has to balance a pole that is mounted with

1 degree-of-freedom rotational joint on a cart. The agent can move the cart to the

left/right by two discrete action choices to induces a force at one side of the pole and

observes joint angle, joint velocity, cart position, and cart velocity. The reward is

the time steps passed, during which the pole has been successfully balanced and is

capped at 200 time steps.

In Fig. 3-5a, indeed, the E increases the robustness to a uniform noise on all

state observations. The reward drops to 140 with a uniform noise in the interval

[-0.25,0.25] on all observations. CARRL, however, considers the worst-case state,

i.e. a state in which the pole is the closest to falling and takes the optimal action in

this state. This behavior results in a policy that is robust to the noise and maintains
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(a) e 0.0

(d) E = 0.3

(b)E 0.1

(e) e = 0.4

(c) E = 0.2

(f) e = 1.0

Figure 3-4: Increase of cautiousness with e. A dynamic agent (orange) avoids an uncoop-

erative dynamic obstacle (blue) that is observed without noise via the CARRL policy. The

figures show that an increasing robustness parameter E increases the cautiousness of avoid-

ing the obstacle, i.e. the agent avoids the obstacle with a greater minimum distance to the

obstacle. At e = 0.3 the agent avoids the obstacle on the left instead of the right. This is be-

cause the Q-values for avoiding an obstacle on the right and left are approximately the same,

and the action with the maximum Q-value might change under consideration of different

input states in the e-Ball. At e = 1.0 the lower bound Q-values inside the Bo (Sadv, E)-ball

start to be poorly learned, because the states are too far away from the training data.
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Figure 3-5: Robustness in cartpole. Figure 3-2a shows that an increasing robustness param-
eter e decreases the number of collisions in the existence of observation noise. Figure 3-2b
generalizes this result and shows that E increases the robustness to varying levels of noise.

Similar to the reward behavior in the pedestrian navigation case, the reward in cartpole is
also increased for small e and decreases for large E.

the pole balanced for a maximum of 180 time-steps, averaged over 100 episodes. Fig-

ure 3-5b shows that the result generalizes to different amounts of noise and for all

levels of noise < 0.5, an increase in e can significantly recover the performance. The

cartpole domain has been evaluated with a 2-layer 4-unit fully-connected NN and

hyperparameters that have been found via 100 iterations of Bayesian Optimization.

3.6 Extension to model-based reinforcement learn-

ing

The proposed method could be extended to methods in model-based Reinforcement

Learning that require classification. For example, a framework could explicitly esti-

mate the probability of collision of each action. In this framework, an agent could

take the optimal action, that minimizes probability of collision Pc,,1 and time to goal

tgoal:

a*(s) = argmin (AcPe0l(s, a) + Agtgoai (s, a))),
a

where Ac, Ag are the weights for collision and goal, respectively.

Figure 3-6 illustrates the benefit of using the certified robustness in this scenario.
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Figure 3-6: Certified Robustness for model-based Reinforcement Learning. A simple neural

networks predicts whether an initial heading action of the agent (orange) will collide with a

static obstacle (blue). Figure 3-6b shows the predicted labels for initial heading actions that

lead to collision (red) and no-collision (green). Finding out where the decision boundary in

between these labels lies is, for larger input spaces, NP-complete. Robustness certification

provides a guaranteed lower bound on the distance to the decision boundary e (blue line).

The distance to the decision boundary is used, as depicted in Fig. 3-7 to be robust to an

adversarial distortion or noise in the input space.

First, a shallow neural network is trained to predict whether an initial heading action

from an agent (orange) would collide or not collide with a static obstacle (blue). For

the scenario in Fig. 3-6a, Fig. 3-6b shows that an action in between 0.3rad and 1.3rad

would cause a collision (red). With no existence or adversaries, the agent would take

an action directly at the decision boundary, e.g 1.3rad, to reach a goal behind the

obstacle. However, with the existence of adversarial distortion or noise, this action

would cause a crash with the obstacle.

To avoid a collision under the existence of adversarial distortion, the agent uses

the certification process to approximate the distance to the decision boundary E (blue

line). The distance to the decision boundary helps adapt the cost function for the

optimal action into

a*(s) = argmin(A, E sign(Pcon(s, a) - 0.5) + Agtgoal(s,a))).
a

Figure 3-7 shows how the incorporation of E increases the cautiousness and robustness

against noise of the resulting policy.
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Figure 3-7: Robust avoidance in model-based Reinforcement Learning. Figure 3-7a shows a
standard model-based collision avoidance policy, where a dynamic agent (orange) avoids a
dynamic obstacle (blue). The standard policy is not robust to adversaries or noise introduced
at test time. To be robust to adversaries, the policy considers a guaranteed underapproxi-
mation to the distance to the predicted collision decision boundary e. Figures 3-7b to 3-7d
show how an increasing weight on the distance to the decision boundary A, increases the
cautiousness and robustness to noise or adversaries at test time. Figure 3-7e shows that a
value for A, that is too large causes the agent to diverge, because he enters state space, that
have not been seen during training.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

4.1 Conclusion on safety on novel data in reinforce-

ment learning

This work has developed a Safe RL framework with model uncertainty estimates to

cautiously avoid dynamic obstacles in novel scenarios. An ensemble of LSTM net-

works was trained with dropout and bootstrapping to estimate collision probabilities

and gain predictive uncertainty estimates. The magnitude of the uncertainty es-

timates was shown to reveal novelties in a variety of scenarios, indicating that the

model knows what it does not know. The regional uncertainty increase in the direction

of novel obstacle observations is used by an MPC to act more cautious in novel sce-

narios. The cautious behavior made the uncertainty-aware framework more robust to

novelties and safer than an uncertainty-unaware baseline. This work is another step

towards opening up the vast capabilities of deep neural networks for the application

in safety-critical tasks.

4.2 Conclusion on certified adversarial robustness

This work has focused adapting reinforcement learning algorithms to the application

in safety-critical domains. Specifically, the second part of the thesis focuses on the
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failures of deep reinforcement learning algorithms on adversarial examples and sensor

noise. To alleviate the failure cases, tools on the certification of robustness have been

transferred from the computer vision, to the Deep RL community. The robustness

certification has been embedded in a test-time cost function that reasons about the

guaranteed lower bound on the Q-value, given a bounded input perturbation. To

achieve conservative behavior in safety-critical domains, the worst-case input is as-

sumed and the best action under this perturbation is taken. The resulting policy,

implemented on a DQN policy, is more robust than a standard DQN; causing less

collisions when the input is perturbed with noise. The results also generalize to the

classic control cartpole domain and increases reward under the perturbation of noise.
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Appendix A

Testbed

So far, this work has focused on the difficulty of safely navigating autonomous ve-

hicles, as seen in Appendix A, in pedestrian environments. Prior to the navigation

task, however, the autonomous vehicle is required to sense the environment. In com-

parison to road environments, pedestrian environments pose the additional challenge.

Pedestrian environments, such as the MIT campus, are unstructured, i.e. they do not

contain car, bike, or pedestrian lanes. Additionally, the environments are pedestrian-

rich and obstacles (e.g. pedestrians, or pets) are more likely to appear very close to the

vehicle and 360 degrees around it, for example, a pedestrian exiting a building onto

the street, or actively approaching the vehicle because of interest in the perception

system. The additional requirements in a pedestrian environment are posed under the

same cost constraints of autonomous vehicles. In summary, autonomous vehicles in

pedestrian environments require a 360 degree coverage in direct vicinity of the robot

under similar cost constraints as autonomous vehicles in a road environment.

Research vehicles for autonomy in road environments have established the use of

a roof-mounted sensor stack, as seen in Fig. A-2. The height of sensor mounted on

a roof is desirable because surrounding cars would block sensor signals from sensors

mounted at low heights. Additionally, one expensive LiDAR sensor, e.g. Velodyne

HDL 64-E, on the roof would cover 360 degrees.

The roof-stack, however, comes with substantial drawbacks. First, cheap LiDARs,

such as the VLP-16, have a vertical field of view (FOV) of 15 deg. Mounted on
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Figure A-1: Testbed. A testbed for navigation in pedestrian environments and providing an

autonomous mobility on demand service at MIT campus.

Figure A-2: The challenges faced by autonomous research vehicles in road environments

have established the use of a roof-mounted sensor stack.

the roof, they would have substantial blind spots around car, whereas pedestrian

environments call for special attention in direct vicinity of the car. Additionally,

standard LiDAR sensors, such as the VLP-16 emit half of the sensing beams above

the ground plane and half of the under the ground plane. Consequently, a LiDAR

mounted on the roof would result in a loss of information for half the sensing beam,

that are directed towards the air.

The main advantage of roof-mounted sensor stacks is diminished in pedestrian

environments. In a pedestrian environments, cars that block sensor signals are less

frequent and pedestrians are slimmer than cars and block a smaller subset of the
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sensor FOV, e.g only a few rays of a Velodyne VLP 16. This enables the mounting

of sensor at lower height without having a significant subset of the FOV blocked by

obstacles. Hence, this work mounts two Velodyne VLP-16 at the side mirrors, as seen

in Appendix A instead of five, or more expensive LiDARs Fig. A-2 on the roof.

The LiDARs are mounted at approximately im height, have 360 deg vertical FOV,

but leave, with a vertical FOV of 15 deg leave a blind spot around the direct vicinity

of the car. RGB-D cameras, i.e. cameras with additional depth stream, are used to

cover this blind spot. Specifically, six Intel RealSense D435 are commercially avail-

able, have an extensive FOV of (horizontal x vertical x diagonal: 91 degx66 degxlO0),

a range of 0.2 - 10m, 90fps depth stream, and 1280x720px depth resolution. Both

set of sensors leaves a blind spot directly in front of the cars wheels, front and rear

bumper, which is covered via a set of SONARs.

The positions of the six cameras have been found by optimizing the field of view

with respect to the constraint of two rear-mirror mounted Velodyne VLP-16 LiDARs.

Solidworks has been used as interactive tool to find the optimum via empirical and

qualitative evaluation, as seen in Fig. A-4.

Figure A-4a shows a simplified visualization of a side cut of the golf cart (gray,

left is front, right is back). The SONARs fully cover a FOV directly in front and

back of the car (orange). Figure A-4b shows the FOV of the RGB-D cameras (purple,

three in front, one in the back). Figure A-4c shows the front-middle camera whose

image plane is orthogonal to the ground plane. The cameras in the front-top-right

and front-top-left are tilted down just enough to cover close obstacles but also ensure

range by aligning the top boundary of the FOV parallel to the ground line. Green

represents the FOV of the LiDARs, also seen in Fig. A-4d. Figure A-4e shows the

importance of the rear-left and rear right camera, which cover the LiDAR blind spots

underneath the side mirrors. Finally, Fig. A-4f shows the top-view in which the

rear-middle camera covers the blind spot of the side LiDARs behind the car and the

rear-right camera covers the blind spot of the side LiDARs around the LiDAR.
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Figure A-3: Sensor overview. The testbed uses two Velodyne VLP-16 LiDARs at the side

mirrors instead of a roof-mounted stack of sensors (x). The FOV of the LiDARs is augmented

with six RGB-D cameras and SONAR sensors in the front of the bumper.
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(a) FOV of SONARs (orange), mounted
on a side cut car (gray, front is left, right
is back)

(b) FOV of RGB-D cameras (purple).

(c) Side view. RGB-D cameras cover

blind spot in front of car.

(d) Full view with LiDAR FOV (green).

(e) Side view. RGB-D cameras stream

alongside car and cover blind spot under-

neath side mirror LiDAR.

(f) Top view. RGB-D cameras cover blind
spot of LiDARs.

Figure A-4: Visualization of the 360 deg field of view in direct vicinity of the car.
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